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The horticulture of the future aims for substantial growth, better
overall control of the greenhouse climate, improved water
management, reduced use of fertilisers and reduction of gas
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emissions.
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The AFP –GSC Greenspec system

developments – a system featuring a reliable computer running
horticultural software that is both flexible and user-friendly.
Working with data from state-of-the-art measurement sensors,
our system will help you achieve your goals.
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Characteristics of the GREENSPEC greenhouse automation system
Two main features make the Greenspec system a practical solution
for both small and large scale greenhouse growers.

One computer with optic fibre for communication
The optical fiber cable that connects all units to the central computer is a primary component of the system .

 A single computer running integrated software communicating over one optical fiber
cable.






Easily installed, uses simple screw connectors
No risk of damage from lightening discharge
Cheaper than copper wire (copper theft avoided)
A single line throughout the whole greenhouse instead of multiple
cables

Software and support included in the price

Scope of all greenhouse applications
An overview of the options: :
Ferti measurement and control:
 Water parameters; EC, pH, flow rate,
 Soil characteristics: temperature, humidity, EC
Climate measurement and control:
 Temperature, humidity, CO2
 Lighting supply by sunlight or lamps, sun screens
 Ventilation and humidification, etc.
 Weather station: temperature, wind, solar radiation,
rain, etc.

Boiler control and CO2 dosage systems
 Boiler regulation combined with pump functions.
 Options for CO2 dosing
Communication with sensors and control systems ·
 Greenspec can offer the newest devices on the
market. We have fitting quick response inductive
sensors, which avoid mechanical failure and are
easily maintained.

Greenspec considers the package as a complete unit: included in
your purchase are the GSC-computer, the AFP-control units and the
flexible, comprehensive software package.
Save on investment and have a better understanding of the program.
Small changes, or even reconfiguration of the whole greenhouse, are
made trouble-free when you purchase the necessary hardware.




Analogue, digital, RS232/ USB connections.
Our software can transfer data to the client support
systems used by independent companies that offer
specialist advice.

Flexible communication
Communication over standard internet protocols is available.

Hardware
Computer GSC Electronic connection unit AFP
Either the standard Greenspec GSC or a more powerful computer
for large installations. Option available for humid environment as
well.
Four types of AFP units for flexible set-up

 AFP02, the standard with 20 inputs and 20 outputs,
 AFP63, New! with 63 outputs
 AFP Lite: small with 7 inputs and 5 outputs.

AFP02

 AFP Nano: New! Small line amplifier with interesting extra’s :
 Indoor measurment of temperature and Humidity
 Connection to meteo station

AFP63

GSC03
AFP Lite

AFP Nano

How to start with the Greenspec GSC
computer, the AFP units and the software?
 Greenspec works with a committed network of experienced
distributors. With the Greenspec sales team, they will advise
you on the configuration needed. The software is available in
several languages.
 Installation of the optical fiber cable will be easily carried out.
The main computer will be located either in the greenhouse
or in an office. The control units will be positioned at suitable
points in the greenhouse or placed in a central location, if
required.
 With just one optical POF cable to lay
and short connections to the
measurement
sensors to
be
installed, work will progress quickly.
 Greenspec has a proprietary range of
sensors, though any equipment available on the market for
control and measurement in the greenhouse can be
connected successfully.
 Next, to set up the system, your installer will activate the
functions through a series of drop-down menus. Any changes
to the standard configuration will be made assisted, if need
be, by the Greenspec software team over the internet.
 An essential task consists in making those adjustments that
adapt the entire system to your requirements. Most sensors
have preset values, which will be suitable in >75% of
situations. Finally, to operation the system, it is divided into
logical units for you: either by greenhouse section, or by
functions such as fertigation or climate control.
 Monitoring of all functions through statistics and graphs is
automatically available, as is the option to generate freely
adaptable, daily or weekly reports.

Examples of information tables

Switching to Greenspec
The Greenspec concept is different through
the use of a single optical fiber line.
So, if you consider switching to Greenspec,
remember - the changeover is
straightforward because the main
greenhouse control and measurement
devices remain, only the interface units, one
optical line and the computer need to be set
up.
The Greenspec package works with all
industry standard sensors and control
devices.

Fertigation and Climate overview

The Greenspec group
Greenspec hardware is manufactured in Groningen, in the Netherlands,
by a high-tech company who are also active in the field of environmental
analysers.
They produce the printed circuit boards for the
three types of AFP control units, the Greenspec opto board, and several of our proprietary sensors.
The company, Synspec, also provides the system firmware.
The Greenspec R&D and support team has the experience and facility to
build tailor-made software packages for the greenhouse, and to provide
you with an optimal system using the best available technology. The company has a small greenhouse that can be used for developing and testing
of specific functions.

Contact us
For a first contact, please
send an email to:
info@greenspec.nl
Our team or the local distributor will contact you
Mail:
Greenspec BV
Kometenstraat 2
9742ED Groningen,
The Netherlands

The team is based in Delft, the Netherlands, and Aiguillon, in France.

International distributor network

Sales: +31 602 361 578

See the map for the countries where Greenspec is already active. Begin-

Tech. ass. +33 610 155 523

ning in 2008, each year has seen new countries added to the list.

Website:

Greenspec is looking for distributors in other countries, please contact us
if you are interested.

www.greenspec.nl

Your local distributor:

